Request for Proposals

Educators Rising is seeking proposals from Assessment Platforms in order to develop and administer assessments and related services that can meet the current and future needs of the Educators Rising program in the most cost-effective manner. Interested Vendors are encouraged to submit proposals by January 14, 2022 to programs@educatorsrising.org.

We are interested in an Assessment Platform that contains the following components:

**Item formats**

- Able to have multiple choice, short answer, and essay topic items

**Test Creation and Delivery**

- Can assemble tests from test items
- Can rank difficulty of items to create similar tests that can randomize answer choice order and question order
- Able to allow review of both wrong and right answers - provide answer rationales
- Can have multiple test administrators - provide flexibility for various administrators to assign to their independent groups or classes
- Needs ability to let users organize and administer tests without central input
- Provide gating of exams or questions
- Provide the possibility of retakes

**Scoring/Grading**

- Must be able to grade
- Ideally be able to grade essays using AI or rubrics
- Can curve scoring as needed
- Can change item difficulties and target scoring

**User Experience**

- Provide sample items – have a short practice test to provide tutorial on formats or include a help feature (e.g. click on an icon for additional item instructions/tutorial)
- Certificates of completion – awarded based on performance
- Student capability to login and view past scores
- Ability to provide modifications for SWD/translation - multilingual
Analytics and Reporting

- Can store and deliver reports by role and location with role-based sign in
- Analytics to identify outliers from a psychometric perspective

Compatibility

- Not dependent on a school LMS – so does not have to be an LMS but could be one that is crippled for assessment
- API with AMS/CMS/CRM
- SCORM compliance in case we need to expand to LMS if it is an LMS
- Survey/feedback capability

Security

- Test security features
- User and Data Privacy
- Maintain ownership of our IP and analytics – no extra fees to access our data

Support

- Technical support from vendor for users